
AEG ARCTURUS AK K9 0,9J
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SKU Designation
French

Law
Caliber Shots

Energy
(J)

Length
(cm)

Weight
(g)

Airsoft
Type

MSRP

LE2011
ARCTURUS K9 CUSTOM

AEG 
Vente libre 6 mm airsoft  130  0.9  72  3200  Electrical  

345.00 € incl.
tax

A compact replica for the CQB
Electric replica with a power of 0.9 joules
The body is in pressed steel typical of AK platforms. The CNC aluminum handguard features an M-LOK
picatinny / Weaver
All the parts of the replica are made of steel or light alloy
The body has a typical AK base on its side, for mounting an optic.

Electric replica with reinforced V3 gearbox"micro switch" trigger switch
Delivered with a clampable charger in Real-CapMid-Cap

Weight: 3200 g
Folded butt length: 720 mm
Speed: 400 FPS
Energy: 0.9 J
Adjustable hop-up in a metal chamber
Internal barrel: 6.01 x 280mm
Gearbox: Reinforced V3 with teflon finish and quick spring change.
Polymer piston with steel gears and piston head mounted on bearings.
Micro Switch connected to a low current system compatible with Li-po type batteries
Battery not included
T-Dean plug

Replicas have a unique serial number
 

History of AK74-U:

https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-15954-AEG-ARCTURUS-AK-K9-0-9J


The AKS74U or AKSU, is a compact weapon from the great line of Kalashnikov which was put into service
at the end of the 70s. Designed on an AK74 basis, it is intended for special forces, Spetsnaz, close guards and
armored unit members.

Its low barrel length significantly increases the weapon's rate of fire to the detriment of its accuracy, range
and stability.

Its minimalist dimensions and folding stock, make it a discreet weapon, with a small footprint, perfect for
close-range CQB or urban combat, at high intensity.

 

History of the MOS brand:
 

The MOS Manufacture brand installed in HONG KONG, is first of all known for its manufacture of
accessories for airsoft, with an excellent quality / price ratio, recognized by all.

Eager to develop their own replica, it offers a very qualitative range, acclaimed by airsofters: ARCTURUS

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


